START WITH PRACTICAL LAW TO GAIN A COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE

Practical legal know-how that gives lawyers a better starting point.

Practical Law™ goes beyond legal research and delivers the know-how to help you more quickly interpret and apply laws. Our expert team of attorney-editors creates and maintains thousands of up-to-date, practical resources across all major practice areas so that you don’t have to.

Practical law helps lawyers increase efficiency, improve client service, tackle unfamiliar topics, and keep up with legal developments with resources such as:

- **Practice Notes** – Straightforward guidance and clear explanations of current law and practice ranging from primers to detailed analysis.
- **Standard Documents/Clauses** – Up-to-date precedents that reflect current law and practice with drafting and negotiating guidance.
- **Checklists** – Checklists, timelines, and flowcharts to make sure you’ve covered all the bases.
- **Toolkits** – One-stop shop for continuously maintained resources for core areas of legal risk and compliance.
- **Updates** – Current information on relevant changes in the law, summarized and reviewed for relevancy and importance.
- **State and International Q&A** – Review and compare law across multiple jurisdictions.
- **What’s Market** – Browse and compare deal summaries to review current trends and get a snapshot of market practice.

Practical Law is on WestlawNext®, the world’s most advanced legal research system.
PRACTICAL LAW PRACTICE AREAS

We cover major practice areas to provide you with valuable Federal and National content – and several practice areas feature state-specific content. You can subscribe to any or all of the following services and topics:

ANTITRUST
- Antitrust Compliance
- Antitrust Litigation
- Cartels
- General Antitrust
- Horizontal Agreements
- Merger Control
- Unilateral Conduct
- Vertical Agreements

BANKRUPTCY

CAPITAL MARKETS & SECURITIES
- Corporate Governance and Continuous Disclosure
- Market Regulation
- Non-U.S. Issuers
- Registered Offerings
- Unregistered Offerings

COMMERCIAL*
- Advertising and Marketing
- Bribery and Corruption
- Confidentiality
- E-commerce
- General Commercial
- General Contract and Boilerplate
- Insurance Claims and Coverage
- Joint Ventures
- Outsourcing
- Supply of Goods and Services

CORPORATE AND M&A*
- Corporations
- Joint Ventures
- Limited Liability Companies
- Private Equity
- Private M&A
- Public M&A

EMPLOYEE BENEFITS & EXECUTIVE COMPENSATION
- Employee Benefit Plans: Administration and Compliance
- Employee Benefit Plans and the Employment Relationship
- Equity Compensation
- Executive Compensation
- Health & Welfare Plans
- Retirement Plans

FINANCE
- Acquisition Finance
- Asset-Based Lending
- Debt Capital Markets
- Guaranties
- Islamic Finance
- Lending: General
- Project Finance and Development
- Real Estate Finance
- Regulatory: Finance
- Securitization and Structured Finance
- Security
- Swaps and Derivatives

INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY & TECHNOLOGY
- Copyright
- General IP
- Information Technology
- Internet
- IP and IT in Corporate Transactions
- Patents
- Privacy and Data Security
- Right of Publicity
- Trademarks
- Trade Secrets

INTERNATIONAL ARBITRATION
- Arbitral Awards and Challenges
- Arbitration Agreements
- Arbitrators and Appointments
- Conflicts of Law Issues
- Commencing an Arbitration
- Costs and Funding
- Enforcement
- Institutional and Ad-Hoc Arbitration
- Interim Measures
- Investment Treaty Arbitration
- Jurisdictional Issues
- Multiparty Arbitration
- Procedure and Evidence
- Remedies

LABOR & EMPLOYMENT*
- Contracts
- Corporate Transactions and Bankruptcy
- Discipline and Internal Investigations
- Discrimination, Harassment and Retaliation
- Employee Data, Monitoring and Privacy
- Employment Litigation
- Health and Safety
- Immigration
- Independent Contractors & Consultants
- Leave Law
- Policies and Procedures
- Recruitment and Hiring
- Restrictive Covenants, Confidentiality and IP
- Termination, Layoffs and Plant Closings
- Unions
- Wage and Hour Law

LITIGATION*
- Commencement and Pleadings
- Removal
- Discovery and Evidence
- Judgment
- Appeals
- General Litigation
- Antitrust Litigation
- Employment Litigation
- Intellectual Property Litigation
- Other Specialist Litigation

REAL ESTATE*
- Commercial Finance
- Commercial Leasing
- Commercial Ownership
- Residential Finance
- Residential Leasing
- Residential Ownership
- Construction
- Real Estate in Corporate Transactions

TAX

GLOBAL
- Europe (featuring United Kingdom content)
- Asia Pacific (featuring China content)
- Africa, Middle East, and India
- Latin America and the Caribbean

* Includes state-specific content

To learn more or to request a free trial, visit legalsolutions.com/pl-small-law.

For more information, please call 1-888-728-7677.